Read parameters
from config file
output from absWaveModel
for template in instrumentModel
output from diffWaveModel
for template extracted image in pipeline
see separate diagram
for gradientSpectrum

Algorithm
for Rebinning

« gradient »

Compute local
gradient of flux
from input spectrum

Part 1
Compute start and end of pixels in chosen coordinates for rebin
using the wavelength calibration.
If rebinMethod is « log », correct for heliocentric velocity.
Produces a « startOfPixels » and an « endOfPixels » array of
input shape.

see separate diagram
for wavelengthCalibration

Zero is center of the pixel, -0.5 is the start and +0.5 is the end .

Part 2

rebinMethod
<> « noMerge »

= « noMerge »

compute vector binSize
with length equal to numberOfOrders
containing sizeOfBin value

compute vector binSize as
latest of endOfPixels – first of StartOfPixels
divided by numberOfBins,
such that there are,
in each spectral order, exactly as many bins
in the resampled spectra as pixels
along the order on the detector.

compute vectors startFirstBin and endLastBin
for lowest and highest of every order such that
the first bin starts, as close as possible, after the start
of the first pixel and the last bin ends, as close as
possible, just before the end of the last pixel.

compute array numberOfBins
as (endLastBin – startFirstBin) / sizeOfBin.
giving number of bins for each order

for each order, compute array startBins as
a range from first of startOfPixels to last of
endOfPixels for binSize of that order.

compute array startBins containing pixels and
fractions at which the bins start, for every order.
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Part 3

determine where pixels start and end in the bins:
startOfPixelsInBinUnits = (startOfPixels – startBins) / binsize
endOfPixelsInBinUnits = (endOfPixels – startBins) / binsize

determine how large the pixels are in bin units :
sizeOfPixelsInBinUnits =
endOfPixelsInBinUnits - startOfPixelsInBinUnits

determine how to divide the flux on a pixel to the bins
lowBin = smallest integer of startOfPixelsInBinUnits
highBin = smallest integer of endOfPixelsInBinUnits
a pixel contributes to
binRange + 1 = highBin – lowBin + 1 subsequent bins

compute start of wavelength of lowBin for later computation
at which pixel fraction the bin starts
startOfBin = startOfPixels + (lowBin * startOfPixelsInBinUnits) * binSize

determine the smallest and largest
amount of bins the pixels are contributing to :
minBinRange = min(binRange) + 1
maxBinRange = max(binRange) + 1
resamplingCases = maxBinRange – minBinRange + 1
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Part 4 : treat the different resampling cases

initialize 3D arrays subPixelContribution and subPixelToBin, shaped
numberOfOrders, numberOfPixelsAlongOrder and resamplingCases
initialize 3D array fraction shaped
numberOfOrders, numberOfPixelsAlongOrder and resamplingCases + 1

minBinRange

there is a pixel
fitting completely
in a bin

== 1
add the complete entry flux of that pixel
to the bin, store in first layer of
the subPixelContribution array

add the corresponding lowBin value
[to that pixel]
in the subPixelToBin array

add the fraction of pixel contributing to the bin
in the appropriate layer of the fraction array

memorize the bin to which the subpixel contributes in subPixelToBin
using startOfPixelsInBinUnits and endOfPixelsInBinUnits

gradient

the gradient of the flux
over the pixel
is taken into account
for the estimation of the flux
on the subpixel

at least
some pixels
will contribute
to more that
one bin

fraction

rebinAlgorithm

the flux in the total pixel
is multiplied
by the fraction of the pixel
occupied by the subpixel

for every
resamplingcase
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Part 5
sum the subpixel
contributions
in the correct bin

for every order

for every pixel
along order

for every
resamplingCase
between 0 and numberOfBins
subpixelToBin
add subPixelcontribution to outputExtracted

add fraction to binSizeInPixelUnits

option « rebinInput » is « density »
means input image is in units
« electrons per unit area »
(e.g. after division by extracted flatfield)
else units are « electrons »

density

rebinInput

outputExtracted = outputExtracted / binsizeInPixelUnits
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Write Fits Image

●
●
●
●
●

Array « OutputExtracted »
BinSize
StartFirstBin = 0.5 binSize = FirstBin (1 per order)
instrumentModel
all test parameters (the « optionDict »)

HIERARCH REBIN START : coordinate of middle of first bin(vector len=numberOfOrders)
HIERARCH REBIN STEP : binSize (vector len=numberOfOrders)
HIERARCH REBIN OPTIONS : the complete optiondict

Rebin : details
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GradientSpectrum(inputExtracted)

Build leftSpectrum : input array without two rightmost columns
Build rightSpectrum : input array without two leftmost columns

Compute (noisy) local gradient at a given pixel,
from difference in intensity
at previous and subsequent pixel
gradientSpectrum =
0.5 * (rightSpectrum – leftSpectrum)

in first and last pixel of each order,
compute gradient as if spectrum can be extrapolated linearly
from the two pixels nearest to each edge.
gradientSpectrum(first) = input(second) - input(first)
gradientSpectrum(last) = input(last) - input(forelast)

return
gradientSpectrum
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WavelengthCalibration(inputImage, zeroFitAlongOrder, offsetInPixelUnits)

read coefficients of absolute wavelength calibration
for the input image
(from header of input image)

compute « worldCoordinates » in input array, taking into account the zero point used
in the waveLength calibration fit and the offset (to refer to start or end of pixel)
coordinate = pixelNumber – zeroFitAlongOrder + offsetInPixelUnits

store in array result
the wavelength (or ln(wavelength))
of each pixel,
taking the offsetInPixelUnits used
in the coordinate definition into account
for every coefficient

for every order

return
result
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